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filler asked his

and the function of
a direct- his answers

* Associate Prafeesor, Southern Illinois University School of Law, Carbondate,
Bjinai8. W-ior b joining the SIU law faculty, I practiced environmental law in Austin,

Texas, and while there was trained and certified in mediation. Xti addition to
mpremnting elion& in litigation and media~onsettin@, 1 provided pra bono mediation
services i n local dispute resolution centers and through cou&-coordinehd processerr.
tiva prtssented in this artick are baaed on those wperiencoe aa well as my
d i n g with the application of complex adaptive sysbms sciences to law
ganerdy. I also owe special thanks to Suzanne Schmitz, NDR Project Coordinator at
SIU Law School, and my research assistant Caryn Nadenbush.
2. See Lon L. Fulker, Reason, and Fiat In Case Law, 59 WAKV. L. REV. 376, 377'88 U946).
2. For a description of the dominant role these themes played in legal theory
kbe first half of the twentieth century, see NEL DUXBUICY, PATTERNS OF
AN JURISPRUXIENCE:
9-135 (1995).
. FulIer exphined that "the man chosen for this office is aane and reasonably
inbkiigeat, and . , . he feels a sense of responsibility for advancing the prosperity of
up a d preserving its morale." Fuller, supra note 1, a t 878.
4. Fuller contended that "the judge functions not as one who seeks to conform
his will to an external order, but a s one whose will itself creates the order to which
anen m a t conform." Id. a t 378-79.
fi. Faller explained that "[dlisputes arise among the members of the group and
it 8 men that same means must be provided for their settlement," but then moved
directly tL, the assumption that "[a]ccordingly, one of the company is designated as

771

United States today."
Xf Fuller" sailors tm%ywere amnesiac, owever, they would
ave no predisposition toward any partic r model of dispute
resolution and thus would not view the adjudicative model as
"normal" and nonadjudieative models7 as ""alternative dispute
resolution" (EPDfC). Let us imagine, t;lnerefore, that; they ren~tined
stranded on their island for many snerations (it was a ca-ed
e while (owing to their cooperative disposition) without ever having had the need to devise a social system fbr resalving disputes over the application of the few rules of "law" they
had found necessary to establish over the years. En the past few
months, however, disputes over farming rights, consumer goods,
family matters, and similar civil issuesQave simmered without
resokution through the normal process of unstructured,
unfacilitated, voluntary, one-on-one negotiation that has served
them until now. Fortunately, several crates of laptop computers
and cellular phones have washed up on the island's shores in
recent years, and the islanders are now fully "on-line." They e-

." Id. at 377-78. To be fair, Fuller's account of the sailor society was
not intended to explore the merits of mediation versus adjudication, but rather to
respond to aorne of the positivist legal commentary of the day that espou~eda complete
separation of law and morality. See id. at 381-95.Professor Fuller was indeed an early,
perceptive, and influential advocate of the qualities of mediation. See Lon L. Fuller,
Mediation-lts Forms a d Functions, 44 S . CAI,. L. REV. 305 11971) [hereinafter
Me&ation!;h n E. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adj'udication, 92
L. REV.353
(1978). See geenemlly Robex% G. Bone, Lon Fuller's Theory of Adjudication and the False
Dichotamy Between D i s p ~ t eResolution and Public Law Models of Litigation, 75 B.U.
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heard;
3. 14ne dispute resolution system must be capable of fashionat rare lasting in effect; and
solution system shod disrupt the relaparties involved only to the degree desired by the parties or otherwise necessary to effectuate
justice.

make-believe setting is to force the analysis of
preexisting adversarial consciousness and culture
iation and other forms of assisted negotiation to
ives to adjudication. One of the problems the
litating or obfuscating adjudication and have thus been
those terms. See, e.g., Kim Dayton, The Myth of Alternative
Federal Courts, 7 6 IOWAL.REV.889 (1991)(describing the
been successful as a court management tool); Carrie
ment in an Adversary Culture: A Tale of Innovation
," 19 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1 (1991) (reviewing "the
es behind the ADR movement"). The idanders, by
sciausness or cultwe to distort their evaluation of any
as evaluation of mediation and other ADR models because

anxe desired con&-

dispute resolution system. In this sense the conditions are state
a s performance standards, not as structural
They do
nod presuppose what Fuller's story did-that the island society
would naturally adapt a system strucdured ound the model of
litigation and judidal resolution. The islan s have asked you
to throw away that assumption in order to advise them about
the underlya'ng structure of the dispute resolution system with
the performance-based criteria of their work order in mind.
One of the dificulties you will face in fulfilling their request
is titlad the isianders have no particular reference paint o r "baselineV'"rom which you can work to explain the comparative quaimodels. More t o the
ities of different dispute resolution sys
R models by comparpoint, you cannot o lain what wc!call
e islanders' preexisting acajudicative model eon-

10. Before yau object to any of these conditions a s not representing a desirable
goal of disput-e resolution, ask whether your objection is a reflection of a preexisting,
possibly unintentional bias in favor of adjudication. For example, an experienced
iitigator might ask how "interest" in the second condition is defined, and how wilt
porsom who allege an interest establish it as sufficient to permit them to be involved
in the proceeding n a t ~ t h s h n d i n gthe objection of other parties? Those questions,
however, are laden with b r m s associated intimately with the structural context o f
adjudication-Aefme, allege, establish, object. The point of the islanders' story i s to
force us out of that context in order to evaluate dispute resolution models without
predating biases.
XI. I will take this distinction a step further to illustrate that the performance
standards the islanders have issued focus on the qualitative attpects of d i s p u t e
ret+oiution rather than quantitative standards such as eEciency and cost. The
qualitatlve.Jquantitative performance distinction and, more particularly, which set of
standards should predominate in policy decisions about institutionalization of d i s p u t e
resolution rnodek has been an important focus of literature on dispute resolution
aystema. See, e.&, Menkel-Meadow, supra note 9, a t 6-8. However, my focus is
ercluaivdy on the qualitative factors, Assume with ma, if you will, that the islanders
interestad principally in quality and are willing to pay extra and taka more time
ta get it. For a thornugh comparative evaluation of the various forms of ADR en
l~r$:eIyquantitative bases, scr! Lynn A. Kerbeshian, ADR: To Be Or . . . ?, 70 N.D. L,
REV.381 (1994).
12. See Menbcel-Meadow, supra note 9, a t 7 n.25 (discussing the use by many
scholm of adjudicative results as the baseline for evaluating negotiated results).
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ted as straight-line formulae, as revealed in the complex dynarn-

13. Complexity theory refers to the body of literature and research devoted to
"&a study of the behavior of macroscopic collections of [interacting] units that are
eradowed with the potential to evolve in time." PETER COVENEY
& ROGERHIGHFIELD,
-0NTlERs UP COMPLEXITY: SEARCHFOR ORDERIN A CHAOTIC
WORLD7 (2995).
Although the study of such systems can be quite technical in substance, many of the
rw.Jcentand most influential works in the field focus on applications of the tectlnical
thm~
to real world phenomena, such as biological evolution. See, e.g., JOHN
L. CASTI,
C ~ ~ ~ L E X I R CEXPLAINING
A ~ O N : THE PARADOXICAL
WORLDTHROUGH
THE SCIENCE
OF
SURPRISE
(1994): JACKCOHEN& IANSTEWART.
Tm COLLAPSE
OF CHAOS:
DISCOVERING
WOW (1994); C O ~ ~ X &
W' ~: T ~ o R
MODELS,
s,
AND REAI~ITY
S ~ C F F Yk COMPLEX
.
{George Cowan et af. ede., 1994) [hereinafter COMPLEXITY
METMHoR.$]; MURRAYCELL&-WJN, WEQUARK
AND THE JAGUAR:
ADVENTURES IN TIlE SIMPLE AND TWE COIWPI~ZX
UB941; &RW G~ODWIN,
HOWTWE LEOPARDCHANGED
ITS SPOTS:TNE EVOLUTION
OF
C u m m (1996); JOHN B. HOLLAND,
HIDDENORDER:How A D ~ A T I O BUILDS
N
(1995); ~TUA.RTKAWFMAN,
AT HOMEIN THE UNIVERSE:THE SEARCH
FOR
k w s OF Sm-ORGANIZATION
AND COMPLEXITY
(1995); KEVIN K~~LLY,
OUTOF CONTROL:
T m ;RISE OF NEO~BXOLOGICAL
CIVILIZATION
(1994).
94. See HOLLAND,
supra note 13, at 4.
15. See id. at 11.

developrment, far example.20
posited that the sociolegal s
ties of a complex adaptive system2'
16. See id. at 15-23.
17. See M at 23-27.
18, See id, at 27-31,
29. Far histodes of the development of complexity theory, which has been
GLEN,
brought about targely through the efforts of the Sanh Fe Institute, see JMB
CmuS (1987),ROGERLEWIN,C O M P L E ~LIFE
Y : AT THE EDGEOF C m O s 119921, and M.
M[KSAEL WALDROP,C O M R , R TIE
~ : EMERGING
SCIENCEAT THE EDGEOF ORDER MXI
Cr1rtos (1992). Current information about the field is best obtained from the i o u n ~ d
C~MPLEXIW.
20. See, e,g., PER BAK, WOW NATUREWOW: RLESCIENCEOF SELF-ORGANIZED
C ~ G A (1996)
L ~ (discussing the evidence of complex adaptive l~ehaviorin snndpiles,
biological evolution, ecosystems, earthquakes, brain functions, traEc jams, and
economics). The underlying premise of complexity theory is that "slmibr patterns af
activity can arise in systems that differ greatly from one another in their composition
and In the nature of their parts . . . . They all show similar types of dynamic
activity--rhythms, waves that propagate in concentric circles or spirals that annihilate
when they collide, and chaotic behavior." Gao~war,supra note 13, at 77.
21. Elsewhere, I have laid out the basic model of how the sociolegal system can
be portrayed as a complex adaptive system and how the findings of conlplexity theory
can contribute to an understanding of the mechanics of how that system behaves and
evolves. See 3. B. Ruht, Complexity Theory as a Paradigm for thu Dynamical Law-andSociety Systam: A Wake.Up Call fir Legat Reductionism and the Modern Adn~inistrut~ve
State, 48 D m L.J. 849 (1996)(general behavioral model); J. B. Ruhl, The Fitness of
Law: Using Complexity Theory to Describe the Evolution of Law and Society a d Its
Practical Meaning for Democracy, 49 VAND.L. &v. 1407 (1996) (general evolutionary
model); J. B. Ruhl & Bm1d J. RUM, Jr., The Arrow of the Law in Complex
Administrative States: Using Complerity Theory to Reveal the Diminishing Returns a n d
Increased Rtsk the Burtgeoni~gof Law Poses to Modern Society, 30 U.C.DAVIS
L.REV.
405 11977)(discussing the direction in which the behavioral and evolutionary mechanics
are leading the sociolegd system given its current transient state). There are additional
descriptions of how complexity theory o r branches of it help explain how law behaves
and evolves generally. See, e.g., Gerald Andrew8 Emison, The Potential for
Unconventional Progres8: Camplex Adaptive System and Envimnmental Quality Policy,
7 DUKEENVTL.L. & POLVF. 167 (1997) (discussing use of complexity theory in

envimmenta9 law); Thomas Earl Geu, The Tao of Jurisprudence: C h s , Brain Science,
Synchroniccty, and Law, 61 %ENN.L. REV. 933 (1994) (discussing the potential
sipificance of chaos and emergence to legal theory); Andrew W, Hayes, A n
lt&odecction fo Chaos and the Law,60 U M K C L. REV. 751 (1992) (general discussion
of chaos theory and its application to judicial decision making); Vincent Di Lorenzo,
hgislatwe Chaos: APL Exploratory Stz~dy,12 YALE L. & POLV REV. 425 (1994)
(developing a model for legislative decision making based on chaos theory); Mark J.
Rae* Chaos and Evolution in Law and Economics,109 IlPLRv. L. REV. 641 (1996); Robert
E. Scott, Chaos Theory and the Justice Paradox, 35 WM. & MARYL. REV. 329 (1993)
[applying chaos theory to the legal dilemma between "present justice* and "future
justiee*). Several other works discuss complexity theory or its branches, sometimes very
briekly, in specific legal settings. See, e,g., Lawrence A. Cunningham, Capital Market
Theory, Manclatoty D~closure,and Price Discovery, 5 1 WM1-I. & LEE L. REV. 843 (1994)
(application of chaos theory to capital market regulation); Lawrence A. Cunningham,
EZam Randon Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of the Efficient Capital
Market Hypothesis, 62 CEO.WASH.I,. REV. 546 (1994) (application of chaos theory to
capital market regulation); Michael J. Gerhardt, The Role of Precedent in Constitutional
D&sionmaking and Theory, 60 GEO.WASH.L. REV, 68 (1991) (explaining Supreme
Court constitutional jurisprudence using, among other mediums, a discussion of chaos
theory); Glenn Harlan Reynolds, Chaos and the Court, 91 COLUM.L. REV. 110 (1991)
(explaining Supreme Court constitutional jurisprudence using chaos theory); William
H. Rodgem, Where Environmental Law and Biology Meet: Of Pandas' Thumbs,
Statutory Sleepers, and Efiective Eaw, 65 U. COLO.L. REV. 25 (1993) (discussing chaos
theory surfacing in evolutionary biology commentary as a metaphor for evolution of
environmental law).
22. My working definition of mediation is
process in which a
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Dispute resolution fi
interact;ion of any
of systems, As the
gests, one way of
disorder of behavias

1 of a system-the
are many varieties

caused disturbances.
tter of the science of
that field, complexity
systemdomplex adapt e systems. As previously not
plex adaptive systems
ance order and disorder to
or patterns. This trait allows comsustainable dynamic b
plex adaptive systems to adapt to externally defined conditions
ystems defined primarily by
more successfuFwXJy, o
structured order o
arry out this balancing act:
Four fundame
diversity. Suspecting that
aggregation, nanli
landers are looking for, we
d their application to dise greater context to the
exploration, L will use a story from my mediation experience that
illustrates how mediation fits the complex adaptive system
more closely than does adj
e story begins with this si
g: a corporate landfill
r and operator, my client, was sued by a neighboring resi. The resident alleged the landfill operations had: (1)reuced his property value through their mere presence near his
prapedy; (2) spoiled his drinking water through alleged groundwater contamination; and (3) lowered the water table on his
property, thereby interfering with his use and enjoyment of several ponds located on the property. Soon after the landfill owner
filed an answer, the judge referred the parties to a court-appoir~tedmediator. It is remarkable how this classic tort case,
once submitted to mediation, became a classic mediation case-a
true "arange and peel" dispute,24that allowed mediation to re-

24. There is no point in two people fighting over an orange if one wants just the
ped and the other just the pulp. See ROGER F m R & WILLLAM
URY, G E ~ I N TO
G YES
59 (1981).

s o ~ i & yFor
. ~ ~example, Adam Smith, in his "invisible hand" theory o f macroeconomic behavior, recognized that individually
hedonistic behavior, w n amassed in the aggregate, could lead
to collectively optirniz
conoxnic outcomes under certain condiC O ~ O R S "the'cisns.*' Garrett Hardin's classic "tragedy of
ory, on the other hand, demonstrates how
er different circumstances individually rational behavior can lead to disastrous
collective r e s u i l ; ~ Not
. ~ ~ all emergent behavior patterns are necessarily beneficial to all components of the system.

25, See HOLLAND,
supra note 13, a t 11.
26. Emergence is "a process that leads to the appearance of structure not directly
described by the defining constrainh and instantaneous forces that control a system."
James P. Crutchenfield, Is Anything Ever New?: Considering Emergence, in COMPLEXITY
M!XXPHOES,
supra note 13, a t 515, 516. Cohen explains that the key to understanding
why emergence occurs lies in the number of system components and their interaction.
With increasing numbers of system components, eventually the sum effect of the!
interactions between the components becomes a dominating characteristic of t h e
system. See COHEN,supra note 13, a t 182. For example, a system consisting of 10
components has 45 possible one-to-one pair wmbination~a system of 1000 components
has almost 5,000,000 such combinations; and a system of 1 million components has
almost 5 billion such pairings. See id. In large systems, therefore, "if the effect of any
particular interaction i s tiny, we may not be able to work out what i t is. We can't
study i t on its own, in a neductioniet manner, because it's too small; but we can't study
it a s part of the overall system, because we can't separate i t from all the other
Interactions." Id.
27. See UUFFDXAN,
wpm note 13, a t 208-09 (discussing Smith's 'invisible hand"
theory in terms of complex adaptive systems).
28. See Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 168 SCI.1243 (19683
(explaining why, in the exercise of self-interest, herders having access to a common
grazing field will overexploit the resource to their individual and collective detriment).
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upru note 13, at 247-71.

. This "incompmssibiiity"of the evolution of complex adaptive

chaotic behavior that is a necessary component if the system
er words, "there i s no faster way of finding out how a chaotic

ss and there are

ties who neither
sion must satis

and nonparty intervention are legion.
The mediation model eliminates many of these barriers to
aggregation of participant interests by makin
participates itself one for mediation.36Mthohou
erally self-select each other even for purposes of voluntary mediation, basic mediator training instructs that a mediator should
look for issues that require other participants
and then ask the mediating parties whethe
case.37To be sure, the mediating parties are in control of the
participant aggregation boundary, but there are no institutional
barriers for parties to hide btshind that would legitimate exclusion of additional interests. A person entering mediation is unlikely to plan a strategy for erecting barriers to entry, as there
are no rules to use nor any judge to apply them. Rather, a mediating party who does not wish to broa en the participant pool a t

34. See, e g . , FED.R. CN.P. 24 (detailing the procedures for and restrictions on
intervention).
35. Indeed, mass-party, multidistrict tort litigation has become a speciaIty practice
area and subject of study. See, e.g., LINDAS.MULI,ENU(,MkSS TORT~FPIGATION:CASES
AND MATERWS (1996).
36. This will not be as true for mediation of mandatory settlement conferences
if the participant boundaries are established as the adjudicating parties.
37. One widely used mediator training manual advises that
Mhme are oRen autside factors or unrepresented interests that will influence
an individual's willingness or ability to mediate a resolution of the dispute.
The opinions of friends, relatives, spouses, or employers may affect the
disputants in the mediation . . . The effective mediator should identify and
evaluate any external factors that are influencing the present negotiations.
M~TGHEU& DEWHIRST, supra note 6, at 55; see also MOORE,
supra note 22, at 105
("While the mediator usually should not choose who the disputants are or who will
participate in negotiations, he or she may help the parties decide who should be
present.").
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B. Nonlinearity-The Procedures
If we were to study the relationship between a predator sgecies, such as a population of foxes, and its prey, a population of
rabbits, a reasonable starting proposition might be that as the
fox population increases the rabbit population will drop. Over

ection of all existing parties. See, e.g.,
While there is nothing to
tion table rather than w

long run.
Bn what manner can we design the islanders' dispute resoiution system to capture the nonlinearity componen
adaptive;systems? Here again, the mediation model
desired properties. The concept of nonlinearity can serve as a
metaphor for the degree to which dispute resolution proceedings
can unpredictably drift off of some preordained autline of events

39. See HoLLANU, supm note 13,at 16-18.
40. A system is described as linear when the relationship of the agents"
rms (e.g., y = 2x +
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became apparent that the two parties held diametrically opposed
conceptions of the f h w of groundwater around the landfill. The
llaedf ll operator alleged
ndwater flowed from the neighbor's
in which case the drinking water
property toward the la
mination was impossible; the neighbor said the opposite.
mediator must have sensed that tension was mounting between the two opposing experts over this potential impasse is-

nonlinearity properties sf a complex
unless something were
aptive systems are, in
happening in the syste
other words, dynamic, c
ng, in
Generally
, the change in complex adaptive systems involves a
me medium, X
n an economy, for example, money and
the factors o f production move
system from cornscribed by followponent to component. Eecosyst
ic energy, The Internet is all about the
PL S U C flows
~
take place in the context of
aggregation and
complex, circuitous

able like time. See
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the medium of flow is evidence-the information the parties use
to atten~ptto influence each other or the a d j u d i ~ a t o rConsider,
.~~
for example, the importance of the "rules of evidence" in civil
litigation and the absence o f su
s in most mediation models. In particular, the notion o
nce, which plays a large
g sole in adjudicative m
af evidence in mediati
which spontaneously r i s e s through the interaction of simple
modify, the interaction pattern." CASTI,supra note 13, a t 271.

, supra note 13, at 23-25, 84-87.
. Vituusek e t al., Bdogical Invasions as Global Environmental
TIST 468, 474 (1996).
aureate Xlya Prigogine defined a dissipative system as one for
ce is the nonequilibrium flux of matter and energy through the
der and sustainability in the system. Because these systems
terms of input, they necessarily cannot be "reversedn so

waterhl.
That exchange, which was the key to resolution, might very
place in a deposition i civil litigation, b u t cannces in the flow of ev eneaj: in the adversarial
diepasition cantext, the neighbor rnight have been reluctant to
open up in this manner; the deposition likely would not have
y so many representatives from the parties; the
62. 'Mediation is clearly the preferred procedure when venting is necessary."
Frank E. A, Sander & Stephen B. Goldberg, fitting the Forum to the Fuss: A UserFriendly Guide to Selecting an ADR Procedure, 10 NEC~II\TIQN
J., 49, 56 (1994); see
also FLETCHERKNEBEL & GERALDS. CLAY, BEFORE You Sm:How TO GET JUSTECE
Wt~frou~
G~WG
TO COUKT 250 (1987) ("Mediation permits necessary psychological
eruptions."). The psychological impact of various forms of dispute resolution on the
parties can be a n important factor in how we perceive the process--for example,
whether it takes the form of "coniiict" or "healing" or something else, See Williams,
supra note 7, at 424%.
53. One commentator, using tenns remarkably close to complex adaptive systems
thwry, has observed that, as a system,mediation "is more efficiently organized for the
creation and storeage of knowledge. Observational methods of mediation processes are
gradually refined, while interrogation and questioning p r o c e d w are purified and grow
more individualized." Luis Arturo Pinzdn, The Production of Power and Knowledge in
Mediation, 14 ~ D N T I O Q,
N 3, 15 (1996).
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D, DiversiQ-The Remedies
cmystem can harbor
it is possible to walk
twice encounte
contains a multitude of differons; New York City
e and businesses.
e signature of complex
egation, nonlinearity, and
le, each component of the
the whole and more renents through its particcooperation, niches
umber of different
niches grows.56The diversification of components in turn adds to
the emergent effects of aggregation, makes system nonlinearity
even more unpredicta
and opens the door to more complicated and far-ranging
feedback loops. At this stage the system as a whole depends on no single component for its long-term
sustainabili@, but rather is, in all senses of the concept, a comat measures can we take to ensure the islanders' dispute
resolution system promotes component diversity and its adaptive
effects? As with the other three complex adaptive system properties, mediation is a promising model. Disputes are resolved
through formulation and evaluation of options. The more variety
of options that is permitted to be considered, the more likely
resolution will be reached as the system exerts the influences of
54. See HOLLAND,
supra note 13, at 27.
55. See id. at 27-29.
56. This is precisely what Darwin revealed through his theory of natural
setelmtition. See JONATHANWEINER,TWE BEAKOF THE FINCH(1994).

gagation, nonlinearity, an
tion. In litigation, the di

landfill had been

the landfill would be interested in his plans, informed us that
about three acres, twenty feet deep would do the job. After some
Ze calculations, the landfill determined that it could pay the
bor the equivalent of the money damages mquested in the
suit and still save money compared to buyaing the
involved on the open market! Suddenly the ne
l a b , an underlying motive for his bringing suit
fill's dream dirt. Could it be possible that the landfill would not
care who would "win" on the various dispxxted issues at trial, SQ
as what made economic sense to the landfill also happened
to make the neighbor satisfied? Would the neighbor reach the
same conclusion? Indeed, after same ad tional discussion the
neighbor debmined that an agreed upo
mp sum would allow
him to access a public water supply, thus mooting the question of
scribing the "binary win-l

his stage the parties pro

t mediation coa n e-mail to the isXande
their dispute resolution
days later they respond
but also by asking you t
the dispute resolution system will satisfy the following additional criteria:
3. The dispute resolution system must allow for efficient

and, ultimately, socially inding enforcement of its
outcomes;

2. The dispute resolution system must not disadvantage
financially or politically oppressed se
population;
3. The dispute resolution system must accommodate
incorporation and uniform enforcement of same

u with one Iast

del of mediatian,

Xly what we want or is in
i s no, as I believe it
tion system, we ought

